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PREFACE

SoME Student of the historical phenomena

of our times will doubtless one day work out

a complete record of the wamings of the

Coming storm we have had out of the mouths

of Germans themselves since Treitschke, the

apocalyptic precursor of the Mailed Fist, first

proclaimed that Germany must Square ac-

counts first with France and Russia and then

proceed to the squaring of the last and great-

cst of her accounts—^with England. When
that record has been compiled, we shall

hardly be able to charge the Germans with

having sought to take us unawares. There

are none so deaf as those who have not ears

to listen, or who listen only to the things they

üke to hear. With the latter, indeed, our
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PREFACE
ears were plied to satiety through aU the
many official and unofficial Channels which
Germany had at her command, from the
Emperor and his Ministers down to the per-
sonaUy conducted parties of amiable Teutons
who periodicaUy came over here with hatred
in their hearts but with a keen eye to business
and always with their pockets bulging out
with messages of peace and goodwiU. Only
a nation as addicted as ourselves to contemp-
tuous indifference in regard to aU foreign
countries eould have faüed to be Struck with
the contrast between the smooth language
used before the footlights under the audible
prompting of the Imperial stage manager,
and what was being not merely said but done
behind the scenes by the blood and iron
authors of the new Teutonic drama : " World
Empire or DownfaU.» Our prosperity had
satisfied US that peace was the greatest
of British interests, and, that being so,
we hugged ourselves with the comfortable
assumption that nobody eise would try to

6



PREFACE

disturb it. If peace was good enough for

Englishmen, it was good enough for the rest

of the World. That in Germany there was
growing up a powerful school of thought
whieh looked upon war as in itself a far

higher thing than peace, and war with
England, especially, as indispensable to the
working out of Germany's destinies, was to

most Englishmen incredible, as most things

seem to be that lie entirely outside the ränge
of one's own experience. When Germany,
time and again, rejected with scom and deri-

sion the proposals of the British Government
to reduce the bürden of armaments by com-
mon agreement, or to expand the area of

international arbitration, or to mitigate the

horrors of warfare by the solemn enactment
of specific regulations, we spoke with sorrow
rather than with indignation of her short-

sightedness and comforted ourselves with the

assurance that, in the long run, the forces of

progress and peace must prevail in Germany,
as ever3rwhere eise, over the mediseval in-

7



PREFACE

fluences of a German bureaucracy still im-

bued with some of the worst Bismarckian

traditions. The few Englishmen who, having

enjoyed better opportunities, had for many
years past read the signs of the times in

Germany, who had realized that a new
generation was growing up which regarded

even the Bismarckian traditions as too mild

and cramped to achieve the boundless ex-

pansion of the Teutonie world empire, who
had reeognized that the German sword was
no longer, as in Bismarck*s days, merely the

powerful weapon which German diplomacy

controlled, but itself now controlled German
diplomacy, did their best to enlighten their

fellow-countrymen, but they were merely

jeered at for their pains as mischievous

alarmists who mistook the ravings of a few
German fire-eaters for the voice of the great

peace-loving German people. Some of t or

nilers, with the fulier knowledge they were

boimd to possess, saw, if only as through a
glass darkly, the breakers ahead. But they

8



PREFACE

hegitated to take the country into their com-
plete confidence, and the measures they were
from time to time compelled to take in order
to secure a modicum of national safety were
therefore too often only half measures brought
forvard with an apologetic half-heartedness
which failed to cany conviction either to
friends or to foes.

This translation of Colonel Frobenius's
book, with the high-sounding title of The
German Empire's Hour of Destiny, is the
latest addition to the evidence with which,
since the war broke out, the British public
is being confronted of its blindness for so
many years past to the true inwardness of
German ambitions. He too is one of those
who foreshadowed Germany's Next War,
and thouph he is not possessed of the fine

frenzy which inspires General von Bern-
hardi's work and indeed looks mainly to an
American, General Homer Lea, for his text,

his businesslike discussion of the military

Problem to which Germany would have to

9



PREFACE

address herseif, is none the less valuable.

As for all the writers of this school, England
is for him the enemy par excelUnce. But in

some respects he surpasses them all by im-

puting to her, even in the conduet of the

Coming war, the same Machiaveilian du-

plicity which has, of course, in his opinion

characterized her diplomatic preparations

for it. "The World is governed only by
trickery anü deceit," wrote Frederick the

Great to Voltaire, and the Emperor William

prides himself, above all, on being the direct

heu: of the Frederickian tradition. But he

who puts his faith in trickery and deceit and
makes a constant practice of them, is apt to

assume that everyone eise does the same, and
this assumption lands him in grievous mis-

calculations. Colonel Frobenius has stum-

bled badly into this very pitfall. He believes,

of course, in the first place that England,

whilst anxious to see Germany involved in a
life and death struggle with France and
Russia, would do her best to keep out of the

IG



PREFACE

conflK herseif, with a view to profiting, as
she has always done, by the ultimate ex-

haustion of the belligerent Prowers. But
should she come in, it would be only for the
purpose of destroying the German Navy, of

which she has watched the growth with
jealous alarm ; even if her militaiy resources

aUowed her to tak^ any part in the hostiUties

on land, it would not be in her interest and
therefore she would not care to assist the
French Army which, if victorious over Gt r-

many, would in its turn become onee moie,

as it has been in the past, a sourcs of dis-

quietude to the British Islands. Colonel

Frobenius, it should be added, is gooJ enough
to impute equally mean arriere pensees to our
allies. France and Russia, according to him,
would like to destroy the German Army, but
they would also like to preserve the German
Navy as a counter to be subsequently em-
ployed against the increasing predominance
of England. It is a singular and also a re-

assurmg feature in the disquisitions of all

II
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thew apostles of brüte force that, however
sound their müitary theories may prove to
have been, their political caiculations have
for the most part. already hopelessly mis'
camed. The reason is not far to seek. Their
müitary theories dealt with forces which are
capable of more or less exaet calculation

;

their political estimates ignored all those
moral imponderabilia of which Bismarck
himself was fain to recognize the immense
importance. No doubt, in a world ruied
whoUy by brüte force, as the world would be
if they had their way, they would be right,
for all moral forces, ponderable or impon-
derable, would have ceased to exist. But
happily, though Colonel Frobenius has been
speciaUy bles.^ed by no less exalted a per-
sonage than the Crown Prince of Germany
himself, that time is not yet.

Valentine CmROL.

|i
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The German Empire's
Hour of Destiny

It cannot be maintained that the unification
of the German races and the reconstitution
of the German Empire in 1870-1871 awak-
ened much pleasure in any European State.
To ine Powers the balance of Europe seemed
upset, as a Power worthy of respect arose in
the central temtory which had furnished
them with a welcome battle-ground, and the
small States had great fear of " rapacious and
land greedy Germany » which the experience
of foity-three years of peace has not yet
mitigated. And yet this new strong military
Empire has proved itself by its restraint, even
to the sacrifice of its just claims, the mighty
shield to which we are principally indebted
for this long period of peace.

B
15



HOUR OF DESTINY

During this time there has been no lack of

occasions, and it has often required the high

statecraft of a Bismarck to promptly ex-

tinguish the glowing sparks which threatened

to set fire to all Europe ; but since Russia

is no longer bound by any treaty, since her

interests have thrown her into the arms of

France, and since England has considered

her economic and military dominion of the

World threatened by Germany, unfavourable

circumstances are beginning to shape them-

selves against the German Empire, so that it

will not much longer be able to patiently bear

the bürden and we shall probably have to

reckon in the not distant future with a Solu-

tion by recourse to arms. Let us consider

what interests the principal, and therefore the

most dangerous, opponents would really

have in such a war which will undoubtedly

involve the whole of Europe.

i6



GREAT BRITAIN
An American, but at the same time a
keen Anglo-Saxon, Homer Lea, reeently
pubhshed a book, The Day of the Saccon,
whichhas been translated byCount E. Revent-
low under the title of Des BrUischen Reiches
Schtcksabtunde (Berlin, 1913 ; E. S. Mittler
and Sohn), in which he pictures the dangers
which threaten the British world empire in-
asmuch as England has lost so much of her
fitness for war and has so neglected her war
preparations, especially with regard to the
mamtenance of a sufficient army on land
that she is no longer in a position to protect
her colossal possessions. " The old ideals

»7
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THE GERMAN EMPIRE'S

which produced the world empire have been

laid aside. The warlike spirit is only of

secondary consideration : it is hardly any-

thing further than that spirit of commerce,

slothful and satiated with the accumulation

of things which are useless for national and

racial progress."

On the other hand this world empire,

which extends over and controls all avail-

able Corners of the earth, presents grave

difficulties to the expansion of other nations,

so that a conflict with those States which

chiefly require expansion, namely, Germany

and Japan, is unavoidable because assured

communication with the oceans of the world,

which is vital to their interests, furnishes the

motive for such expansion, whereas, on the

other hand, Russia still has vart territories

at the disposal of her rapidly increasing popu-

lation. Homer Lea considers Germany the

most dangerous Opponent of the British

world empire, and in his view England should

never have permitted the unification thereof.

iS



HOUR OF DESTINY

England should rather have utilized the dis-

integration and dismemberment of post-

Napoleonic Europe in order to make herseif

over-lord of that Continent. Whether Eng-
land had the opportunity and capacity to do
this the author does not attempt to consider.

As a matter of fact, Germany has since

1870 become a dangerous, not Opponent, but
competitor of Great Britain in the world's

markets. Ine first breach in the highly

de-eloped industry of Great Britain was made
b> Alfred Krupp as long ago as 1851 when
he exhibited at the London Exhibition

against the best effort of English steel works,

namely, a block of 1,000 Ibs., a similar block

of 2,000 kilogrammes in weight ; and, as he
was able at the World's Exhibition of 1862
to exhibit breech-loading guns and great

shafts for vessels togethcr with a bl ck of

forty thousand pounds in weight, he for all

time captured for the German iron trade the

Premier position wliich had so long been stub-

bornly held by England. The proved perfection

19



THE GERMAN EMPIRE'S

of his drawn steel guns in the war of 1870-71

assured German gun manufacturers a posi-

tion all over the world which, thanks to the

untiring energy of our manufacturers, could

not be shaken by the greatest efforts of

English industry. Into the breach opened
by Krupp aspiring representatives of other

industries eourageously sprang and the trade

which developed band in band with them to

all Corners of the earth soon enabled Ger-

many to become an important rival in the

markets of the world.

But not yet a dangerous one, because as

long as the British Fleet had the mastery of

all means of communication at sea all the

splendour of the German Commercial Marine

could be easily swept away at the first oppor-

tunity. The commercial war only became
dangerous when Germany commenced to

buiid war vessels for protection of her com-

merce, and eventually changed her ideas

from what was originally intended to be

only a coast defence force to a battle fleet

20
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HOUR OF DESTINY

which became a considerable factor of Ger-

man war power. The political grounds for

England's Opposition, therefore, primarily

rest on an astonishing but frequently re-

appearing fear of our sea power. In order to

obtain a clear view of the motives hitherto

underlying her policy we will examine Eng-

land's past history.

Since that country has played a part in the

bistory of sea Powers, that is to say since she

determined to obtain for herseif a position

on the sea, her Opponent has always from

time to time been the strongest sea Power.

Thus, just as she was the constant enemy of

the World Powers Spain and Portugal so long

as they ruled on the sea, England turned

against Holland as soon as the latter, after

her release from the Spanish yoke, had won
her dominion on the sea. And as soon as the

latter, in unfortunate misapprehension of her

real requirements and hard pressed on her

frontiers, neglected her navy, England im-

mediately took up her attitude against

21
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THE GERMAN EMPIRE'S
another Power, France, which strengthened
itself at sea under the wise guidance of
Colbert. This enmity England maintained
so long as no other Power became more
dangerous. On every oecasion when France
driven by her restless ambitious policy, was
mvolved in a conflict. we find England on the
side of her opponents and also even when
English interests were not directly in ques-
tion. And we find this continuing until some
other Power appeared which could threaten
the Island realm more directly than our
Western neighbour.

Slowly bu' uninterruptedly Russia had ex-
tended its borders in Asia ; with exceptional
stubbornness had pushed its Cossack hordes
towards the east and south, and England saw
that she had tomakeimmediatepreparations
as her own efforts to expand from the direc^
tion of India would knock up against Rus-
sian Opposition. The dangerous Situation
was that in that direction her strength left
something to be desired, that is to say she

22
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might easily come off second best in a con-
flict in the interior of Asia. So an opportunity
had to be found by which this future enemy
could be combated at sea. This was found
when Russia attempted, in the Turkish War,
to increase her power in the Balkans. The
Crimean war broke out and we suddenly find

England as companion in arms of her former
hereditary enemy France, against the new
and dangerous Opponent. For some time
peace seemed to reign between the two sea
Powers

; but this state of affairs did not last

long. Even if since that date they have not
actually come to blows it may well be re-

membered what embittered diplomatic strug-

gles the partition of Africa and France's
renewed colonial expansion in Asia and the
Mediterranean in the last quarter of the past
Century led to between the two Powers. In
1889 England effected a powerful increase
of her fleet as against France's sea power,
and in 1898 both fleets were actually

mobilized in consequence of the Fashoda

23
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THE GERMAN EMPIRE'S

dispute. Then came the first German Naw
law.

'

At one stroke England's policy changed its
front. Whereas up to that time the develop-
ment of Germanj 's marine interests had not
been regarded from the English point of view
with very kindly feelings and attempts had
beenmade,wherepossible,tohinderthem,from
that moment a diplomatic war set in against
US which we have since been accustoined to
regard as permanent. We should not be
deceived by a temporary apparently friendly
disposition

; this generaUy conceals secrrt
feelings of malevolence. And the whole
course of past British history confirms this.
As soon as our vigorous determined German
people, under the ruie of a far seeing sove-
reign, resolved to createa weapon which could
be utilized on the sea, then aecording to
English principles such must always be
fought, as the most dangerous—the enemy.
But it must be understood that he is the
enemy because he is building a fleet ; when

24
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HOUR OF DESTINY

this has been destroyed then at one blow all

cause of enmity will have disappeared. With
the fleet destroyed it may be concluded that
German commerce would be robbed of its

absolutely necessary protection and after

destruction of its mercantile marine it would
withdraw from the world's markets in a con-

dition of impotence from which it would only

be in a position to recover slowly and with
great exertions.

Homer Lea is, however, of opinion that the
British World Empire can only be saved by
the complete ruin of Germany and the mili-

tary relations of the two present to him a
double aspect ;

" The Anglo-Saxon can
only fight Russia on land, Japan only on the
water

; a war with Germany involvcs a fight

on land and water. The difficulties of this

contest will demand the füll means and
powers of those concerned ; they will be
twice as great as in an Anglo-Russian contest

or Anglo-Japanese contest." ... If the
British Navy destroys the German Fleet the

25
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THE GERMAN EMPIRES
only result wiU be the same position as beforethe war but at any rate the United Kingdom
7" "° '°"8er have to apprehend immediate
danger^ But even such a victory would notbrmg England nearer to the destruotion ofthe power of Germany and her possibilities
of a worId.w,de expansion than was the case
before the war. " for only in the case of a warbetween Great Britain and another Island
nat.on would the „avy be of paramount im-
portanee. In a war with Russia the navy
would havenoplace at all. In a war of aggres-
s.on agamst Germany it would be of sJeL-

IJ
™rortance. The British Navy has one

solem«s.on;toremainmistressofthesea.
From begmmng to end it is direoted to
defence. The army alone possesses thecapacty and power of deeiding a war andbrmgmg about such a peace as will prolong the
existence of the World Empire." He em
phasizes the fact that it is essential for the
future greatness of Germany to destroy the
Anglo-Saxon World-dominion and to build

26



HOUR OF DESTINY

up its own World power out of the ruins, and
he explains that it is for that reason it is the
first duty of England to destroy the German
forces.

On such grounds Homer Lea founds Great
Britain's need to create an army which will
be superior in any war on land by adoption
of universal military service not only in her
Island kingdom but also in her colonies.
Many efforts have been made in this direc-
tion in England, especially in recent times and
with the Support of moderate persons, with-
out succeeding in overcoming the Opposition
of the nation. Such a measure would not
only eut into the deep rooted ideas of per-
sonal freedom, but would also be contrary to
England's custom (which has always been
skilfully and happily preserved) of exploiting
on land the military powers of other nations
and extracting from their loss of blood the
double advantage of overcoming unpleasant
resistance to herseif and bringing about a
wholesome weakening of her aUies. For pos-

27
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sibly within a short timc the latter miglit
develop i„to an encmy who would l.ave t«
be fouglit. And migl.t not such a custom be
considered appropriate as regards Germany f
Bit as to this anon. Let us firat give a

humed glance at the measures of Britain for
secunng her permanent over-Ioidship of the
ocean, which are not only adapted to the
Island Empire's commerce but also to her
readmess for war. With wonderful acuteness
she has ever been successful in finding and
regardless of others. annexing in all parts of
the ocean such spots as control the important
routes. By means of Gibraltar the entrance
to the Mediterranean is closed, through
Malta the connection between its western
and eastern basins, and through Cyprus she
has assured the entrance to the Suez Canal.
which with Egypt is absolutely hers. By
that means she controls the shortest water-
way to India, the Indian Ocean and the
Pacific. But she is also in a position to exer-
cise her influence over the longer route round

't_



HOUR OF DESTINY

Africa by nicans ot St. Helena and Ascension
as well as her African colonies, vvhilst the
outlet from the Red Sea to thc Straits of
Bab-el-Mandeb is closed by the Island of
Perim. The road to the Pacific proceeds
further through the Straits of Malacca, and
at this Spot a British Naval Harbour was
recently built at Singapore. It should be
possible for the European States by construc-
tion of railways to free themselves of Eng-
land's iordship of the water routes, and
Russia succeeded in establishing a connection
with the Pacific by means of the Siberian
Railway, but the desire, thereby to obtain a
constantly open harbour, was frustrated with
the help of Japan. Germany commenced the
construction of the Anatolian and Bagdad
Railway

;
but soon thereafter England suc-

ceeded in wresting from Turkey the im-
portant terminusKoweit and so multiplied the
obstacles which she was ah-eady in a position
to impose to the outlet from the Persian Gulf
by possession of the Island of Bahrain and the
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Ras Dschask. Only one sea-route—a re-

cently created one—has been withdrawn from

British influence : the Panama Canal which

connects the Caribbean Sea or, as it may be

called, the American Mediterranean, direct

with the Pacific, and thereby Great Britain's

absolute command of the sea has, it must be

confessed, suffered a serious blow.

The Island Empire will have to tolerate the

participation of other nations with strong

navies—and ir the first place in the Pacific

—

but this only with the neighbouring states of

Japan and North America who possess de-

fensive positions in that ocean, and perhaps

with France who would like to save the

remains of her over-sea possessions in India

from the covetousness of England and to

further extend her dominion inMadagascar

and further India. Not with Germany,
which throughout the whole distance of its

possessions in Africa to the Pacific does not

possess a Single place of shelter.

And it is not only free water ways which
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navigation requires, since spüing ships have
been completely replace^- m tiie i.ivy and
largely in the mercantilr .narine h/ steam-
ships. As all human progrt^.^ car. ar ly be won
by sacrifice, navigation has had to surren-
der its unlimited freedom of action as against
the great advantages of steam ; it is abso-
lutely dependent on supplies of fuel for its

boilers. But as a warship has to carry con-
siderable loads in the shape of armour, guns
and ammunition, even the largest battleships
cannot exceed a certain load of fuel and to
that extent the duration and length of the
voyage, with supplies suffieient to maintain
a certain rate of speed without re-coaling, are
limited

;
that is to say, the useful acti'vity

of the ship suffers. Therefore if supplies
cannot be renewed the ship is just as incap-
able of continuing her voyage as a locomo-
tive, which has run out of coals and water.
With the introduction of steamships all

seafaring nations were therefore obliged to
take into consideration the acquisition of
^
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coaling stations at certain intervals, for which

purpose of course only Islands or places on the

coast were suitable which presented ample

protection for shipment of coal and to which

end it was necessary to acquire the pro-

prietorship. And at this point Great Britain

proceeded to acquire for herseif not only an

efficient medium in her commercial competi-

tion with Germany but also in case of need a

considerable obstacle to the employment of

Germany's navy in war time. She was clever

enough to be abie to frustrate every attempt

of the German Empire to acquire points of

Support or at any rate coaling stations on the

coasts of the seas of the world. All move-

ments and enterprises of German ships were

foUowed with suspicious eyes so as imme-

diately and actively to oppose by diplomatic

means or even by direct threats all attempts

to acquire any spot adaptable as a coal base

even if such intention were only remotely

suspected. Everyone will remember that in

the dispute over Morocco France showed her-
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seif quite willing to band over to Germany
certain territory, but England's threatening
attitude stiffened her back and compelled us
to give up all claim to any Moroccan posses-
sion. In consequence of this attitude of our
Cousins across the Channel, Germany's mer-
cantile marine and navy are obliged to rely
for their coal supplies on the depots of other
nations and principally of England. In
addition to the fact that our ships have to
pay the prices asked for this hospitality and
the advantage goes to the foreigner, it be-
comes a serious ques^ i -vhere we are to
find anywhere on the g. _, friendly nations
who will be able to provide our ships with
fuel in time of war. The harbours of England
and France will assuredly be closed to us, and
it is more than doubtful whether the Colo-
nies of small European States would, in face
of Great Britain's threats, dare to remain
open to US. Here we have a very substan-
tial instance where we require freedom of
action and where England has fettered our
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requirements for expansion ; in this direc-

tion it is necessary for us sooner or later to

break these chains which are, if maintained,

intolerable to our navigation, and must in

case of war constitute a grave danger. But

to this end it is not necessary to destroy the

Anglo-Saxon World dominion which Homer

Lea declares to be absolutely necessary for

the future greatness of Germany. Germany's

wants could be easily satisfied out of the ex-

cessive abundance of England's possessions.

But it seems as if England desires to continue

the contest for sole command of the sea. And

therefore it must be her principle always to

fight the State that may become the most

dangerous, and first of all Japan before the

latter grows into too powerful an Opponent

in the Pacific. But for such purpose she

would require all her maritime forces and

this may appear to her a doubtful enterprise

in face of the strong German Navy. For that

reason she favours the course of using the

first favourable opportunity of dectroying
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the latter, her present Opponent, and thus

winning füll freedom of action in the Pacific.

But for this object the destruction of the

German Fleet would be sufficient and it

would not require the complete destruction

of the German Empire, which Homer Lea

considers necessary.

Great Britain has acquired another arm

through her network of cables by which she

has bound together all parts of the world

with the Island Kingdom. A rapid means of

communication of news is of exceptional im-

portance for commerce as well as for naval

Warfare. It enables a concentration of man-

agement which can take advantage of cvery

favourable Situation and which is in a posi-

tion to avoid every threatening danger and

to spring on the enemy, who is exciuded from

this news service, the most unpleasant sur-

prises. So long as England was the sole mis-

tress of the whole cable service she could at

will close its use to other nations and impose

complete deafness and blindness on them with
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regard to events in distant spots, keeping for

herseif alone means of sight and Hearing and

so secure to herseif all the advantages of ini-

tiative. The acknowledgment of this danger

has not so long back indueed other nations to

lay cables which are capable of communi-
cating news across the sea independently of

the English connections, at any rate in

respect of some zones. But in the first place

this is not a complete network, and secondly

there is some danger that in case of war

Great Britain might cut the cables which are

not under her control and render them
useless.

The invention of wireless telegraphy now
provides a means of release from cable con-

nections. England therefore followed the

further development of this science with

great attention and was successful in pro-

curing the establishment of the Marconi

Company in England. She made the greatest

efforts to secure the monopoly of wireless

telegraphy and therefore to rule the world by
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this means of communication. Thanks to

German science this did not succeed. We
have surpassed the efficiency of Marconi's

apparatus and by that means have won for

ourselves certain compensation for the net-

work of cables which we do not possess. True,

up to now only within certain limits, that is

to say, in so far as our apparatus are able to

work efficiently and in so far as we possess

stations which can pass on news. It is therefore

of the greatest importance that the Emperor

was recently able to exchange a wireless

conversation with the President of the United

States of America by means of our apparatus.

It is quite comprehensible and universally

acknowledged that England by way of pre-

cautionary measures against a serious con-

flict with Germany has secured powerful

allies. It is not yet quite clear to what ex-

tent, in addition to Russia and France,

smallex States such as Belgium, Denmark, the

Balkan States, etc., are concerned. As they

will have to reckon not only with the Gv>rman
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Empire but also with the members of the
Triple Alliance, it has become apparent that
the parts which the three Powers will play
have been distributed. Great Britain herseif
is acknowledgedly working to conceal her
objects and to lull to sleep the German
Michael, but on the other hand presents a
Stern countenance to Italy. The latter's
growing fleet and especially the possession of
the Turkish islands in the ^gean Sea, which
have remained in her possession since the
Turco-Italian War, constitute a very uncom-
fortable factor for the complete command of
the Mediterranean. It even appears that the
Porte is quite satisfied and therefore delays
the withdrawal of the last of her officers from
the Tripoli Hinterland, as meanwhile Italy is
justified in retaining the Islands, a circum-
stence which ensures them against attempts
by others to secure them. Now, as Sir
Edward Grey has expressed the opinion that
the Situation in Europe will not become
normal so long as a great Power possesses
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t'ieje Islands, it is easy to see how uneasily

Italy regards the pressure which the English

Minister desires to exercise. And the more so

as at the same time he v as dosirous of leaving

the evacuation of the part of Albania, which
was still in the possession of the Greeks, en-

tirely in their discretion, and they in raising

" Holy Battalions " in the territory in ques-

tion do not present a very complaisant

attitude. I should put against Homer Lea's

proposition, that Great Britain to maintain

her Position as a World Power must annihi-

late Germany—that is to say not only rob

her of her fleet and cripple her commerce but

also destroy her land foroes—the view that

England can have no desire to annihilate our

army. That would be contrary to the whole

of her policy to date. A strong Power on
land on the European Continent is indispen-

sable to her so that she may induce it to go to

war on land against any State which might

become dangerous to her sea power. This is

the principle on which she has always played
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the political game witli the Powers on the
mainland. For example, at the commence-
ment of the Austrian War of Succession
France was England's most dangerous rival
on the seas, as she was considerably increasing
her Colonial possessions. Austria was the
great Power on land, and therefore the Island
'ingdom lent her support in the struggle

against Prussia who was allied with France.
After she had commenced in 1755 to come
into direct conflio > ith France at sea she had
to forego assistance to Austria, who had be-
come allied with Russia and France to over-
come Frederick the Great, and placed herseif
on the side of the King of Prussia whom she
had recently been fighting. But when she
had attained her object, when in 1758 she
had driven the French ships from the East
Indies and taken the French possessions in
Senegal, when in 1760 by the capture of
Montreal she had torn Canada from the
French and had put to shame their navy that
she could put her füll power in the West
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Indies and limit herseif in European waters

to a blockade, when therefore the soaring

power of France had been utterly destroyed

in all quarters of the globe, she quite un-

expectedly withdrew her support from the

Prussian Alliance. Prussia had done her duty

in leading off French activity from the sea.

She could now look after herseif in dealing

with her enemy, as England had no further

cause for damaging the latter. This sudden

change of front is usuall>- associated with the

resignation of Pitt, as if the latter's friend-

ship with Frederick had determined the

attitu(' ^ Great Britain. But such senti-

mental leelings cannot be credited to an
English Statesman.

Austria is no longer capable of continuing

to play the part against France which Eng-

land formerly assigned to her. On the other

band a new Power has arisen in Russia,

whose vital interests are in direct conflict

with those of England. The equilibrium can

only be maintained as regards Russia if a
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streng military force can be put up against
her. France is not suitable for this purpose,
as after the prostration of Germany the for-
mer would immediately re-enter the lists as
the second European sea and Colonial Power
against England. This role against Russia
can therefore only be assigned to Germany

;

and the alliance of England and Russia
against Germany which is obviously con-
trary to the interests of both sides, in addi-
tion to the fervent wish to break the latter's
commercial power, is also-perhaps only
unconsciously—invested with the object of
thoroughly undermining the old friendship
of both States, in order to play off the Ger-
man against the Russian at some future date.
Therefore England has no object in annihi-
lating Germany's land forces—on the con-
trary her object in war can only be the de-
struction of the latter's Navy, sparing if

possible her Army.

The question comes whether the superior
English battle fleet is alone capable of doing
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this. This qucstion is answered by a British

author, J. S. Corbett, an acknowledged expert

and lecturer on Naval Strategy, who has laid

down universally accepted principles in bis

work S'>me Principles of Maritime Strategy,

and relies on the methods of condueting a

Naval War which have hitherto prevailed.

Aecording to him the whole history of naval

warfare shows that a fight between two fleets

directed to the destruction of one of them can

only take place with the consent of both

parties. The desire of both sides not to avoid

a decisive action can alone bring about such

a result in open battle ; but this can only bc

presumed if each side considers it has a
Chance of success, that is to say, if they are

approximately equal in strength. If this be

not so, the weaker side will aecording to ex-

perience diligently endeavour to draw the

other on and so to gradually weaken him by
small attacks and diminish his powers that

a grand assault may eventually be risked

with chances of success. Iji the face of such
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tactics the stronger side, as Corbett maintains
has always found itself in a difficult position!
Every day by which a decision is postponed
wastes much money-and nowadays coal in
addition, which it is always difficult to re-
place. Every day may bring unpleasant sur-
pnses, and therefore he must t y and bring
about a decisive result as quicldy as possible.
To this end only two ways are open ; he
must either attempt to destroy by force
under fire of coast defences the obstructions
by means of which the enemy has secured
himself in his hiding place, and force an
entrance into the harbour into which the
latter has retired-(and he has rarely pos-
sessed the courage for that)-or he must
attempt to bombard him out. This is how-
ever not usually possible from seawards in
the case of well designed war harbours. but
only through forces which have been landed
for this purpose and which have been pro-
vided with the necessary heavy artillery so
as to wm by quick assault positions which
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will enable the shelling of the enemy's fleet

anchored in harbour, and compel it to come
out and seek battle. Examples of this are
furnished by the tactics of the Americans
at San Jago de Cuba and the Japanese at
Port Arthur. The question arises whether
in the Coming war with Germany the Con-
tinental Powers for the time being allied with
Great Britain will perform this duty, and this
cannot be affirmed with certainty because
the interests clash. Both ^ iwers seek a
decision by the nearest road between Berlin
and their Capitals and have no inducement
to divide and weaken their forces by devoting
not inconsiderable masses of troops and heavy
material to the investment of our marine
fortresses. They would much rather destroy
Germany's land forces but if possible spare
her navy as a menace to their future enemy
Great Britain. They will be just as much
alive as we are to the hitherto constant
policy of England, and to foresee such future
hostility. Therefore if England wishes to
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attain her object in war, the destruction of

the German Navy, she will nolens volens have

to devote her own forces thereto and we shall

not be far wrong in assuming that the

British expeditionary force of 150,000 men
will be destined as an invading force to

Support her fleet.

The further question, how this invading

force is to be handled, especially to what

extent it is to take part in the Operations of

the allied land forces and to be treated as re-

inforcements thereof may likewise be an-

swered by some words of the English naval

Strategist. They are as foUows :

—

" This is certain, whoever commands the

sea possesses füll freedom of trade and can

derive as much or as little profit from the

war as he pleases, whilst even the strongest

land force will experience great difficulties."

(Page 55.)

" If the scope of the war was unlimited,

and in consequence thereof the whole power

of the enemy is called out on that principle,
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it is clear that a decisive result could only

be obtained after bis forces have been com-
pletely shattered. If it was not the Inten-

tion to attempt this then it was false policy

to endeavour to reach the goal by force, that

is to say the war should not have been

entered into. In the case of a limited object

the annihilation of the whole of the enemy's

defences is outside the scope of what was
necessary." (Page 42.)

" If we now turn to England's experience

in Continental wars we find that she often

took part in a war on land, and we also find

that she almost, without exception, ran up
against the great reluctance of the people,

as if there were something in it repugnantto

national instinets." (Page 60.)

These three quotations give us a complete

picture of England's eustomary manner of

taking part in the wars of Continental

Powers. Since the commencement of the

seventeenth Century she always had at her

disposal the necessary means of assuring
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herseif of the command of the sea, or at any
rate of maintaining a very favourable Situa-

tion, which Corbett calls " combative com-
mand of the sea." This fortunate country
was almost invariably in the position of inter-

fering in the wars of European Powers and
" getting for herseif as much as she wanted."
What she did want, we see from the second

quotation. Corbett is an admirer of our
stra-rgist Clausewltz, and follows that teacher
in discriminating between the two different

kinds of war, the limited and unlimited.

Clausewitz describes it in the words :
" This

two-fold method of war consists of, (1) where
the object is the prostration of the enemy,
dther annihilating him politically or simply
disarming him and therefore forcing him to
the desired conditions of peace, and (2) where
it is simply desired to wiest from him certain

possessions on the frontiers of his Kingdom
either for the purpose of keeping them per-

manently or using them as a useful means of
exchange on the declaration of peace."
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The first case demands the entire exertions
of the whole people, the second does not.

Clausewitz gives an illuminating example of
war with limited objeets in a Memorandum
of 1880-81 which contains a projeet of a war
against France. Circumstances did not pcr-
mit the taking into consideration of the
complete prostration of that State, and the
Programme of our strategists was therefore

directed to making the annexation of Bel-
gium the real object of the attack.

" This country of moderate size and great
resources is surromided by Holland and
Germany; consequently after its annexa-
tion the army of occupation will not find itself

at the Corner of a triangle extending into a
large hostile territory, and for that reason
such an annexation could be permanently
maintained under ordinary circumstances.

. . . However strongly the French may
establish themselves in Belgium they would
still, as they are situated, be weaker there
than in the middle of thcir own country.
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When the command of the Meuse has been
obtained the annexation of Belgium may be
regarded as an actual fact. . . . We there-

fore consider that if the allied forces can gain
a victory anywhere (and this must be con-
sidered as necessary * in every offensive

design*), such victory would produce the
easiest yet least secure result in the annexa-
tion of Belgium."

If we examine the history of England we
must acknowledge that she at times exerted

herseif to the uttermost by the utilization

of individual portions of her armament, navy,

» -J finances, but never has known that de-

mand on the whole of her population by
calling out every man capable of bearing
arms as Prussia and Germany did in 1818
and France in 1870. She was careful to avoid
this by never having in view unlimited aims,

which is a brilliant Illustration of Clause-

witz's precepts. She never, with the excep-

tion of her colonial wars, desu-ed to com-
pletely annex any country, or completely
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annihilate any enemy. The objects which
she desired to attain by her own powers were

also limited ; with the exception of certain

over-sea possessions, the destruction of hos-

tile marine forces or commercial interests.

This may have arisen partly from a very

clever policy and partly also may have had
its reason in the sentiments of the people, as

mentioned by Corbett. The English people

never had any feeling or sympathy for the

exacting military service necessary for wars

on land, which presses the rifle into the hands
of the masses and tears them from their

hearths and homes. She either employed

mercenaries for this purpose or knew how to

make her allies bleed for her, and as far as

the latter were concerned the war easily

became an unlimited one. In this respect

we need only refer again to the wars of

Frederick the Great.

Therefore, England only wages wars of

limited scope and employs her army un-

willingly. From this point of view one may
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draw conclusions as to her future conduct
with regard to the employment of her anny
of invasion as to which Corbett again gives
an indication. He says :

—

" The expeditionary force must either un-
reservedly take part as an organic unit of
the Power which is conducting the unlimited
war, or a certain territorial area of Operations

must be assigned to it with independent
leadership and with an Organization inde-

pendent of the Commander-in-Chief of the
aUied force, but with limited activity."

(Page 59.)

" But that which may be calied the British

or maritime method is in fact the application

of limited methods in the conduct of an un-
limited war in combination with the larger

Operations of our allies—a method which has
generally been open to us as it has enabled our
command of the sea to select a theatre of war
which was in fact limited." (Page 63.)

This illustrates the whole peculiarity of
England's conduct of wars on land. They
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presume that their continental ally will have

to conduct an unlimited war, as the chief

bürden will be gradually put on to him. It

is on the other band emphasized as typically

British that the expeditionary force must, if

possible, be kept away from the latter plan.

Its co-operation, therefore, as an organic

portion of our enemy's forces is only to be

looked for if Great Britain actually has no

other means of reaching her special goal.

But the clearest explanation of all is

afforded by a glance at military history, as

Corbett explains it.

Since the war of the Spanish succession

in which Marlborough with the British

auxiliary forces marched deep into the South

of Germany in order to fight in combination

with the Imperial troops sanguinary and

decisive battles against Louis XIV, an Eng-

lish force has never again wandered about on

the Continent whenever the slightest un-

certainty was present. Particularly in Hol-

land, and in the wars of Frederick the Great
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in Hanover, that is to say, always dose to
the sea coast, we see British troops carry-

ing on a slow and laborious war and
carefully avoiding a decisive result. Who
will forget the feeble behaviour of the Duke
of Cumberland, of which Fonteno: in 1745,

Lafeld in 1747, Hastenbeck in 1757, and the
capitulation at Kloster Zeven are examples ?

Likewise in the course of the Spanish War
against Napoleon, in which the unlucky
Moore was replaced by the more skilful Lord
Wellesley, we see, so long as the enemy was
not rendered completely powerless, a carefui

maintenance of communication with the sea.

And wherever such was intemipted on one
side it was at once skilfully reunited in

another direction. On one occasion only do
we see an English force taking part in a
decisive battle, at Waterloo. But on this

occasion hesitation to obtain a decisive

result presented t e danger of a very un-
desirable Prolongation of the war in case of
defeat of the allied continental forces, and
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Wellington found himself in a peculiar

diflßculty.

"Therefore, all through we see the en-

deavour to keep up communication with the

base, that is to say, for England, with the sea

coast, in so far as practicable harbours are

available for embarkation, and to avoid every

decisive action so long as this is not enforced

by the Situation; and at the same time to

avoid too close a junction with the Operations

of the allies : that is what may be called the

British or maritime method."

With these premises we may now endeavoiir

to picture to ourselves the probable procedure

of Great Britain in case of a conflict with

Germany.

She \irould, of course, most of all desire

entiicly independent action for her land

forces, and if she is assured, through the

preparations and available numbers of her

allies' forces, that the latter will be able to

deal alone with our arniies, she will be able

to preserve for herseif this independence
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through being able to choose the theatre of
her Operations. If she cannot be certain of
this, and if the independent action of her
expeditionary force becomes doubtful, then
she will have to take pari as an organic unit
in the larger Operations. In that case a
Unding in Belgium, previcu^ly entirely freed

from the influence of German troops, would
enable the British troops to furnish an ex-

tension of the French left wing.

We aie involuntarily reminded of the
Opposition which was raised in the English
Press to Holland's scheme of renewing the old

fortifications of Flushing, and replacing them
with new constructions, which would not only

Protect the recently enlarged harbour against

an enemy but would also prove an obstacis

to the navigation of the West Scheid to

Antwerp.

In View of the indisputable right of the

sovereign State to provide an important
harbour for the protection of its fleet (Holland
only possesses one other, namely, the Helder),
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and to fulfil the duties imposed upon it by

its neutrality, it strikes one as peculiar that

the Press of France and Belgium, in com-

bination with the English Press, endeavoured

by ingenious and untenable arguments and

representations to intimidate the Dutch into

wrecking the plans of the Government.

Therefrom must be drawn the evidence for

the assumption that England, in case of a

conflict with Germany, intends to land her

expeditionary force in Antwerp so as to

Support France. And even if the new forti-

fications of Flushing, whilst limited to a

Single fort on the right bank, may not be

capable of holding out any length of time

against an assault, yet they might exert a

very disturbing influence on the entrance of

such a large fleet of transports as would be

required for the passage of the British Army,

and would very much delay an intended

landing at Antwerp. Everything would

depend upon the great speed of this move-

ment. Otherwise British assistance would
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come too late and would be practically

valueless.

Let US assume that the British expedi-

tionary force would by this means, or some
other, join the French left wing and take a
timely part in the Operations; and if we
assume that the first great suecess will have
been obtained over our army and that the
latter has its hands füll with the French
forces, then the curtain will draw up on the
second act of the Operations of the British

troops, as they will then be able to free them-
selves from the undesirable "unlimited"
method and be able to proeeed independently,

that is to say, they will seek " a limited area

of Operation." Aecording to Great Britain's

War Game this can only be the German
North Sea coast, to the harbours of which
the German fleet, as being the weaker, will

in our view have retired. The British Navy
will be ready lying in wait for the German
ships which will be driven out by the artillery

of the land forces attacking the fortresses,
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and will be ready to destroy it, as was done

at Port Arthur.

What period of time this would demand it

is impossible to judge. The experience of

Port Arthur wams us that it would involve

heavy sacrifices both of time and Hves. At
any rate, the goal cannot be reaehed in a

turn of the band ; and, therefore, it is not

impossible that the investing army's lines of

communication with French or Belgian

harbours will be gravely endangered by
German Operations. England has always

shown great skill in changing her lines of

communication when these were in danger.

A good example of her methods under such

circumstances is furnished by England's

Campaign in Spain against Napoleon in the

years 1808 and 1809.

Napoleon advanced victoriously from
Madrid against the British troops in Portugal.

An English Corps under the command of Sir

John Moore, which he believed to be in

retreat, evaded him and threatened bis lines
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of communication from the direction of the

Doiiro. On Napoleon tuming against him and
breaking bis (Moore's) lines of communication

witb Lisbon he withdrew to the north-west,

followed by the French Marshai, Soult, and
in the meantime the British General, Baird,

had landed at Corunna. Although the ships

were late, and Moore had to give battle in

front of the town, in which he himself feil,

the embarkation was successful and the

English Corps was enabled to return home.
In case of a war against Germany, England

has made ample preparations and has secured

herseif a second line of communication, as

she has exercised great influence on the

enlargement of the hitherto very small

harbour of Esbjerg, on the Danish West
Coast of Jutland. Esbjerg is only about
twenty-eight kilometres from the Danish-
German Frontier, and possesses a bay in-

cluding an outer, inner, boat, and fishing

harbour of about 15.7 hectares with 8.8 to

ö metres depth of watcr. The Channel
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through the Grautief has a uniform depth of
over 7.5, but was closed by a sand bar,

through which a passage was dredged.
These conditions were quite sufficient for

the trade in butter and eggs camed in
English ships. But now the harbour basins
are being first extended to 40.50 heetares,

and 2,800 metres of quay are being built,

which enclose a harbour space capable of
being dredged out to approximately 80
heetares, and the depth of water is to be
brought up to eight metres. It is obvious
that such a disproportionate extension of
the harbour works cannot be attributed to
the export of butter and eggs.

There can be no doubt that in case of a
war Denmark will be found on the side of our
enemies. That is evidenced by all the
new defence works of that kingdom. The
marine fortresses of Copenhagen are being
increased and strengthened principally for
closing the Channel (primarily the Drogden)
in a southerly direction. thus towards

6i
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German waters. The land fortress which
would chiefly be employed against an attaek
from the North is being neglected and wUI
probably be entirely abandoned. But still
more important are the new defences of the
Great Belt. Flanking this is a broad bay
between the Islands of Seeland, Falster,
Laaland and Langeland, the outlets of which
are all closed by forts, so that it resembles
a fox's earth. It offers innumerable hiding
places on the broken coasts of the Islands
which enable a sudden pounce not only on
the bay of Kiel and the Fehmarn Belt but
^Iso on the outlet of Oere Sound, and is

extraordinarily difficult to attaek. It was
quite superfluous for the Minister Neergard
to announce the object of this fortified bay
as follows

: " The means of communication
by several routes with the theatre of war at
sea, thereby making it possible to attaek
the enemy's fleet.» So if, on the one hand,
Belgium is selected as a means to en-
able the British invading force to join in
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a war with uriimited aim» i„ its fest pro--e^ng. Den^ark is given the part in'he
second proceedmg, the war of limited scope.
of (m our case) fu^„ishi„g »trong support inan assault o„ German harbours and the

w^!
^"P'^yw^t of the land forces.»

With the exception of small unimportant

wouJd accord^ng to Corbett, band over toher alhes the task of keeping the German^nd forees so employ«! that only weak

?h??n"r?
*'""' """''' "^ ^^°' *» -»batthe English Operations, whereas the latter's

sole object wouid be the annihiUtion of our
fleet and for this purpose the landingforce
would only have to deal with inferior Les.Now the question eomes whether EngUnd's
alhes are quite agreeable to sueh a division

J^
offers a favourable foin, ä'aptui ,o .h= E„gH.,h
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of labouT and the limitation of the British

forces to this narrow sphere. According to

the opinions of an anonymous French officer

of the General Staff, this is very doubtful.

He expresses himself on the principal points

as follows* :

—

1. Object of landing. "As far as the

strat^ic point of view is concemed this will

depend on the general military Situation. It

may be necessary to hasten to the assistance

of the French against the German troops

invading France, or to help the Russians,

who may be pressed by the Germans and

Austrians on the Weichsel and the Dniester."

(Pages 82-88.)

" A feeling of uneasiness will be awakened

;

the people will become unruly ; the soldiers

perhaps defeated. ... All that gradually

creates a breach in the seK-reliance of all

concerned. . . . Other allies may appear on

• Die Englische Invasion in Deutschland, von einem

französischen General-stabs-oifizier. Published by

Politik, Berlin, 191 2.
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the scene, Danes or Dutch according to

circumstances. . . ." (Pages 7-8.)

2. Place of landing. In short—^anjniehere.

The author favours the Emsand the mouth of

the Weichsel ; but he also considers other spots

onthe Baltic coast(Danish territory) suitable.

8. Method of landing. Deception as to

the intended spot, and surprise.

Of conrse these opinions as to the employ-

ment of the British landing force are not to

be regarded as applicable to the management
of the French forces. At the same time they

give an idea of the wishes entertained in

general staff circles of our neighbour on the

West and expressed to their British ally;

they would like to consider the English ex-

peditionary force as a purely auxiliary force,

as reinforcements, not to operate independ-

ently according to a plan determined by the

English Commander-in-Chief, but only placed

ready to step in aud help where the progress

of war makes it desirable, and pull this or

the other ally out of a diflSculty, whether it
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be the French in their own country or the

Russians on the Weichsel or Dniester. It is

to be assumed that the English fleet will be

able to deal with the German even without

any support of land forces. The Mies do
not trouble at all about the complete annihi-

lation of the latter's fleet. This point of view

cropped up on one occasion in connection

with the pledge given by the English Govern-

ment to France to send an auxiliary force in

Gase of war with Germany. It was only con-

ceived as being auxiliary to the French army,

and there was no question of its independent

employment for special purposes in England's

interests. It seemed to be the opini'^n in

France that Great Britain would quite un-

selfishly devote her forces to the interests of

France. This is, of course, quite out of the

question, as this State (England) hus never

subordinated her own interests to those of

other States or nations, but on the contrary

has, in many inst&iices, made their forces

serve her own ends and interests.
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Therefore a great diversity of interests,

evidenced by their divergent wishes, appears

to arise between England and her allies;

Great Britain desircs to annihilate our navy

whilst if possible sparing our army ; France

and Russia would like to destroy the German
Army and preserve the Navy as a counter

to be subsequently employed against the in-

creasing predominance of England. It is

interesting to observe from the opinions of

the French officer that they confidently rely

on the assistance of Denmark, and even of

the Netherlands, but are discreetly silent

about Belgium. If the co-operation of the

neutral states is not opportunely secured

before the commencement of the war it is to

be attained by the appearance of English

troops on the German coast, which may have

a disastrous effect on the morale of our own
troops, although, aecording to the author,

the army of invasion on the coast would soon

be stopped by the Germails and would then

be relegated to the defensive. But it is not
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likdy that England will agree to her Unding
force being paralysed in this manner.
The extraordinary preparations of both

her allies were apparently designed to make
England stiff-necked. If her design is to
destroy the German Navy in any circum-

stances
; if, aecording to Corbett's opinion,

she is going to entrust to her expeditionary

force a limited sphere of war and drive oup
fleet, if it withdraws into harbour, out under
the fire of her battleships* gons, she cannot
believethat the war will soonbeterminated, as
these Operations will requü-e time, much time.

But if superior French and Russian forces

simultaneously invading Germany on both
sides succeed (and this is what the abnormal
prepariitions are for) in crushing our army
by a few heavy blows, then England might
not have sufficient time for her long-winded
Operations (Investment of and capture of the
harbours), and this is quite apart, as we just

Said, from the conSideration that she has no
interest in the complete destruction of the
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German land forces. Perhaps that is why
England is at present more amiably inclined

towards us. Perhaps also the reflection is

gaining ground that an attack on and de»-

truction of our navy and commercial marine

might not be carried out without sorrow and

loss to her own country. Germany is Great

Britain's best eustomer, and in many respects

the latter relies on our industry. Great Bri-

tain has more trading ships on the sea than

we have, and they are no less exposed to

destruetion by our cruisers than ours by the

English.

Complete protection to English trading

vessels on distant seas cannot be assured by

their navy if they have to maintain in

European waters the highest possible superi-

ority over our fleet.

Finally, the Island Kingdom is to such a

large extent dependent on the regulär import

of necessities of life, that a blockade would

very quickly bring about a famine, coupled

probably with very grave dangers. This is
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opportunely evidenced by the dockers' strike,

which actually threatened the population of
the capital with famine by depriving it of the
imports which were in the docks. England
has therefore to stomach these disadvantages
against the advantages of her protected
Situation as regards invasion. So long as the
Island Empire was actually mistress of the
sea such conditions could not arise, and she
eould indulge in the luxury of neglecting her
own agricultural production and devote all

her energies to her industries, feeding herseif

from abroad. But those times are gone for

ever. England cannot conceal from herseif

that she must even now share the command
of the sea with other nations, and the des-
truction of our navy would not avail her, as
navies are springing up in all directions and
even wealthy Albion cannot continue to
keep pace with the universal stniggle for

sea power. The less so as it is not only a
question of the great expense bu": also in a
very important degree of the manning of
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powerful battleships which are continually

being added to and which are absolutely

useless without very strong complements.

We have lately been informed by Secr ;tary

of State von Tirpitz, that England's naval

expenditure in the last five years has risen

216 millions but Germany's only 55 miliions

(marks or Shillings); and that our oxpenditure

is far less not only than England's bit also

than that of her two allies ; France's incrense

being 184, and Russia's for the Baltie fleet

alone nearly 802 millions. That may cause

Britain to think a bit. But with regard to

the second point, the personnel, it is an open

Beeret how difficult it is even on a moderate

increase of a navy to provide in good time

and train correspondingly increasing crews,

and not only sailors but particularly engi-

neers and offieers. The difficulty which

Great Britain in particular experiences in

this respect is no secret. It is asserted—^and

it can hardly be a mistake—^that Mr. Churchill

suggested a year's holiday in naval construc-
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tion to Grermany in Order to make up the

deficiency in the personnel of the fleet. A
crafty move, as England coiild amply employ

her dockyards by building for other Powers,

and would not even be obliged to go Short, as

in case of need she could impress into her own
navy the foreign ships lying in her yards.

But the stupid Michael did not enter the

trap-HSimply because he did not know how
otherwise to employ his dockyard hands

during a whole year. The proposal, however,

did contribute to make our Chamber of

Deputies (Reichstag)—^let us say—mox^i care-

ful—as the word "suspicious" is at present

barred—in bewaring of our cousins on the

other side of the Channel. And it will not

be beside the purpose to remember that in

1870 England at the request of France made

confidential inquiries of the Prussian Govern-

ment whether the latter would not sanction

a decrease in the Army, to be simultaneously

effected by each State in the interests of the

peace of Europe.
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This happened almost immediately before

the outbreak of war with France, on whose

share in originating it I need not enlarge.

(See Bismarck*s letter of 9-2-1870.)

To be sure England has at present every

reason for not seeking war with Grermany

without cause. It is said that the relations of

the two States are happily developing on the

lines of an understanding and rapproche'

ment ; it is becoming acknowledged that they

can work with and alongside each oth^on

many points and questions, that their in-

terests are identical in many respects. And
as you call into a wood so a conciliatory echo

replies. But it must not be forgotten that

it was England that brought about this

menacing coalition, which is at bottom

unquestionably unnatural, because it has no

common interests, and it was England that

exerted herseif to estrange us from our few

remaining friends.

It can hardly be believed that our blood

relationship carries the slightest weight with
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England, and that she would refrainfrom
attack because we have never yet crossed

swords with each other. Why should Eng-
land have ever had the idea of fighting us, as
long as we had not the audacity to build a
fleet in order to shield our coasts and our
great and increasing trade ? It was that—
just that—which completely altered our rela-

tions. If, therefore, Great Britain has rea-

sons for not proceeding rashly and is carefuUy
restraining herseif, we must nevertheless not
conceal from ourselves that she will seize

every favourable opportunity of attacking

US unawares and delivering her declaration

of war with the first Shells at our coast resorts.

Even if she is in favour of peaee her allies will

presumably not be inclined to perpetually

bürden themselves for nothing with an arma-
ment which cannot be long supported, es-

peciaUy by France. If she thinks the proper
moment has arrived, England will not hang
back.
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OuR eastern neighbour has really no cause
for a grudge against Germany. Although the
latter's conduct at the Berlin Congress of

1878 has always been regarded in Russia as

disloyal and has given rise to bad feeling, we
on OUT part are fully justified in recalling

past events which Prince Bismarck set out
in his Gedanken und Erinnerungen (Thoughts
and RecoUections), from which I will there-

fore quote at length.

On Russia demanding whether Germany
would remain neutral if the former went to

war with Austria, Bismarck being pressed

for a definite answer replied to the Ambas-
sador :

" Our first requirement is to maintain
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friendship between the great monarchies,

which in case of revolution had more to lose

than they would gain in fighting amongst

themselves. If, to our chagrin, this is not

possible as between Russia and Austria, then

we could very well sit still and see our friends

losing or winning battles against each other,

but not that one of them should be so badly

wouüded and damaged that its position as an

independent and great Power in the Councils

of Europe would be endangered." (II, page

214.) On that the Russian thunder was

deflected from Galicia towards the Balkans,

and Russia, at the treaty of Reichstadt,

bought Austria's neutrality at the cost of

Bosnia and Herzegovina.

" Even after the Berhn Congress the posi-

tion of Russia remained one of the most, if

not the most, favourable, which she at any

time possessed after the Turkish War " (II,

page 106); but *' Russia, contrary to all truth

and sense, gave way to exasperation at the

result of the Berlin Congress. This arose in
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consequence of the utterances of the Russian

Press, which, at any rate with regard to

foreign matters, is so little imderstood by the

people, and the pressure brought to bear.

The whole influence of Gortschakow . . .

was streng enough to produce in the Press,

with Wedomosti of Moscow at its head, a
semblance of irritation at the damage which

Russia had suffered at the Berlin Congress as

a result of Germany's perfidy. Now no
desire of Russia was expressed at the Berlin

Congress of which Germany might not have
procured acceptance, if necessary, by means
of energetic representations to England's

Prime Minister. . . . Instead of being grate-

ful for this it seemed to answer Russia's

poHcy, under the guidance of . . . Prince

Gortschakow and the Moscow papers, to con-

tinue to bring about the further estrange-

ment of Russia and Germany, for which there

was not the slightest need in the interests of

either of them. We do not envy each other

andjwe cannot get anything from one another
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which would be of use to us." (II, page

108.)

** During the diplomatic negotiations with

regard to the execution of the decisions of the

Berlin Congress it was expected in St. Peters-

burg that we would as a matter of course and

without any previous understanding between

Berlin and St. Petersburg carry out every

Russian interpretation as opposed to the

Anglo-Austrian. The request which I hinted

at and ßnally expressed, that Russia should

confidentially but clearly communicate her

wishes to us, was evaded, and I leceived the

Impression that Prince Gortschakow ex-

pected nie. like a lady her admirer, to guess

and represent the wishes of Russia without

the latter iterating them and taking res-

ponsibility therefor. Even in cases where we

could be presumed to be fully acquainted

with Russia's interests and views, and we

desu*ed to voluntarily give her evidence of

our friendship, so long as this was not to our

detriment, we experienced, in place of the
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recognition we expected, a grumbling dis-

approval because we did not obtain what was
expected by our Russian friends. Even when
we did so we had no better success. The
whole of this proceeding showed a calculated

dishonesty not only towards ourselves but

also to the Emperor Alexander, to whom
(Jerman policy was made to appear as dis-

hononrable and unreliable." (II, pages 217-

218.)

" It is well known that in consequence of

these intrigues the Emperor Alexander was
indueed to write a letter in his own band
to the Emperor William, the Contents of

which were somewhat as follows :
* If Ger-

many continues to refuse to accommodate
itself to the voice of Russia, peace

cannot be maintained between us.' " (II,

page 219.)

As long ago as 1879 it was due only to the

wisdom and amiability of our aged Emperor
that Gortschakow's coquetting with France

did not lead to war between Gcrmany and
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Russia. But perhaps the French did not

consider the moment opportune, as may be

gathered from the Russian Prince's words

:

"J'aurais voulu faire la guerre, mais la

France a d'autres intentions." (II, page 819.)

There is no doubt that the complaints

about our behaviour at the Berlin Congress

were only pretexts, the want of justitication

for which has long been recognized by

Russian diplomatists ; but they form a con-

yenient means of agitation and for that rea-

son are always dug up again. The politicfd

motives which jeopardized Germany's friend-

ship lay in another direction. We shall

recognize them in following Russia's exer-

tions for expansion.

Homer Lea is our guide. From the com-

mencement of the eighteenth Century Russia

began to steer her extending movements in

definite directions of which the indispensable

possession of sea coasts was the first con-

sideration. However far the Empire might

extend from the Dnieper to Behring Straits
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and from the Arctic Occan to the north-west
shore of the Caspian, this did not enable
communication with the sea, as the northero
coasts are ice-bound and the Caspian has no
outlet. On the north-west it was necessary
to aequire the Baltic Sea by pressing Sweden.
On the west to wrest Little and White Russia
from the Poles. On the south they directed

their gaze on the Black Sea; on the south-
east the Caspian and the Caucasus had to be
secured, and they fixed their eyes upon the
road through Turkestan to India. On the
east it was a matter of acquiring hospitable
Stretches of coast on the Pacific.

Russia spared no sacrifice of time and men
to attain these ends and did not allow herseif

to be deterred by any reverses, however
costly, from again traversing the same road,
so as by constant endeavour to achieve
success. " Russia in the course of her pro-
gress troubles herseif as little about her
losses in war as the Russian nature about the
wildernesses created by her winter. In the
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eighteenth Century this Empire put 4,910,000

troops into the field ; of these 1,880,000

survived. In the nineteenth Century the

total number of troops on active service came

to 4,900,000 and the losses to 1,410,000, and

yet at the commencement of the eighteenth

Century Russia*s population only amounted

to 12,000,000, and at the commencement of

the nineteenth Century to 88,000,000. . . .

The courage and determination exhibited in

every Russian scheme of expansion during

the seventeenth Century and for two hundred

years prove that Russia would never volun-

tarily abandon them. Hitherto these Rus-

sians have never jibbed, never hesitated.

Without haste, and even after a reverse ever

füll of hope, sober after victory, never casting

a glance at the ground which their battles

have heaped with corpses, and their eyes

firmly fixed on that distant but definite goal

on which they were first directed." (H. Lea,

pages 180-31.)

We have only to follow the expansion
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towards the north-west, west and south. On
the west, after the destruction of the Kingdom

of Poland, Russia pressed forward as far as

the Pruth and across the Weichsel, in the

north-west she acquired the Baltic Provinces,

and squeezed Sweden out of Finland, in the

south she became mistress of the whole of

the Black Sea coast from the mouth of the

Danube to the Caucasus. But even then her

goal was not reached. The Baltic is only

connected with the ocean by narrow and

du^igerous Channels and these Straits can

with no great difficulty be completely closed.

The outlet from the Black Sea through the

Bosphorus and Hellespont (Dardanelles), is

closed to the Russian fleet by Constantinople

and various treaties. In both directions

Russia, it is true, has approached substan-

tially nearer her object, but it is no longer

small weak nations but Great Powers which

bar her victorious path.

The Russo-Turkish wars of the last Cen-

tury, although conducted ostensibly for free-
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ing the Christian Balkan States from the
Turkish yoke, were really purposed to bring
them under the influenae and suzerainty of
Tsardom and to open the road to Consten-
tmople. This affected Austria's interests in
her most sensitive part as her entire trade to
the East would have been jeopardized, and
IS the reason for the hostility of Russia and
Austria, which must develop on every oeca-
sion when the question of the Jialkan States
arises.

This became apparent in the last Balkan
War wherein Russia played the röle of
Spiritus rector," and only refrained from

deelaring war, for which she was quite ready,
on Austria, because her ally, France-just asm 1879-did not eonsider herseif sufficiently
armed to successfuUy interfere. For behind
her aUies lay the German Empü-e, and Italy
also became more firmly bound to her allies
through the jeopardy of her considerably
extended interests in the Mediterranean.
Russia perceives that she wiU never attain
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her ends in the Balkans without a victorious

struggle not only with Austria but also with
Germany. That binds her close to France, of
whose Support she is secure in all events if

there is any chance of the Triple AUiance
winning the mastery. Therefore it is not any
interests of Russia directly conflicting with
those of Germany which form the ground for

their recent strong feeling against us but the

Opposition offered out of self-preservation by
OUT allies to Russian endeavour in the

Balkans, and the strenuous fidelity of the

German Empire to its alliances.

In the north-west, Russia has advanced to

the Torne-elf. An interval of only 150 kilo-

metres separates her most advanced post
from the coveted ocean harbour, Narvik, in

the innermost bay of the Best Fiord ; and it

is only a country with five and a half millions

of inhabitants which blocks her way. All

preparations to fall upon the latter havebeen
gradually made for ages; a raiVay was
built up to the frontier river with its terminus
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at Tomea. But being a coast railway it is

easily threatened by an enemy commanding
the sea. Accordingly a second railway

through the seaboard of Finland was com-
pleted up to within 400 kilometres of the
frontier, and a third line is contemplated in

an easterly direction. Great exertions aie
being made to Russianize Finland and
troops have been despatched to northern

garrisons. In short, we cannot avoid the Im-
pression that Russia is making great pre-

parations to hurl a mighty blow at Sweden's
resistance and to hew out a path to Narvik on
the Atlantic coast. But also in this respect

Germany's Opposition must be reckoned with.

The Swedes are well aware of the danger that
threatens them. With the object of quickly
despatching troops to the very thinly popula-
ted and most unfavourably situated northerly

province of Norbotten and victualling them
there, they have built a railway to the Torne-
elf, and as a point of support have equipped
a ring of fortresses on the Lule-elf, Boden,
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100 kilometres from the frontier river, with

all the resources of the scienee of fortifica-

tion. Thus, breaking through to the coast

will not be so easy. The whole population

has however been greatly excited by the

threatened danger, and judging by the pro-

cession of 33,000 peasants to Stockholm, is

ready and willing to offer up life and prop-

erty in defence of their fatherland. At the

same time many a longing
; ance is directed

to Germany, the mighty people that Springs

from the same stock and whose armies would

provide a powerful bulwark for the hard-

pressed little kingdom. Therefore it is not

out of the reckoning that the threatenii^

Russian danger may bring about a closer

Union between these two sympathetic nations

with ^vhich Russia will have to reckon, and

that 1^ again an intelligible reason for her ill

feeling towards Germany.

Russia has to thank us for a great deal. If it

hadnotbeenforthegreatimmigrationfromour

country the development of her culture would
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be much less advanced than it actually is. It is

Hot too much to say that everything that has

been done in Russia in the way of industrial

establishments has been effected prineipally

under German management, and that even
as regards the chief Government appoint-

ments the most important work is in the hands
of descendants of Germans, even though they

be actually Russianized. Their best officers

are mostly of German descent even if they

have, as true Grcrmans, devoted their Ser-

vices whole-heartedly to the state and have
d«veloped into the most loyal and, as

düitinguished from most inbom Russians,

vdcvoted Sussian subjects. The Russians have

nex'^er beea graieful for the obligations which

Gerra^any has laid upon Russia by the intro-

duction of intellectual qualities and cultural

develcpmxeüt. On the contrary they have

betrayed je^lousy, envy and hate, and have

done all they can on occasion to persecute

the Germans anJ forcibly drive them out of

the coimtry. For the Slavs, as appears not
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only in Russia but also to an equal extent in

the Slavonic provinces of Austria-Hungary

and the Balkan Peninsula, possess a deep

inbom hatred of Germany That territory

offers an all too favourable soil for the germs

of mistrust which France uninterruptedly

endeavours to spread, and the amicable

relations between the two countries which

Gortschakow in his time would have en-

tangled but for Bismarck's acute and skilful

handling, terminated after the Balkan war

ended so little in favour of Russia's aims.

It cannot be denied that the bad feelings

subsisting between the Balkan Allies, the

Bulgarians and the Servians, have given

Russian statesmen much trouble although,

on the other hand, the fact that there is no

statesman in the Balkans of great determi-

nation and power capable of withdrawing

thcm, like Roumania, away from Russian

suzerainty, has contributed considerably to

this State of affairs. Roumania has bitterly

feit Russia's ingratitude for her unselfish
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assistance in the war of 1877 ; but Bulgaria

and Servia have already suffered so much
from the unreliability and infidelity of the

Tsar's Empire that it is astonishing to see

them always bowing to the old yoke and
foUowing the seductive voice of St. Peters-

burg. It is only a short time since Servia,

relying on the pledged assistance of Russia,

without cause sought a conflict with Austria-

Hungary and endeavoured to persist in it

with astonishing stubbornness until sbe saw
that she could not expect any help Äom
Russia. Was not Bulgaria placed in an ex-

tremely critical position in 1885 when the

Tsar, on the outbreak of the Bulgaro-Servian

war, recalled various Russian officers who had
accepted important positions in the Bulgarian
Army ? Were they not again left in the lurch
last year when they relied on Russia's

promise to prevent Roumania entering the
ring, and instead Roumania was, to a certain

extent, requested to iiiterfere in thf interests

of peace just as Bulgaria was being
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pressed on all sides by Servia, Greece, and

Turkey.

Who is in a position to judge what develop-

ments will ensue from the hurly-burly in the

Balkan Peninsula ; whether Bulgaria, owing

to its experiences, will ally itself with Turkey,

whether Roumania will join Greece, and what

part Servia, always a time Server, will play ?

Two things my be reckoned on : a sanguinary

and, owing to the second Balkan war, much

inflamed hatred by Bulgaria against Servia

and Greece and—Russia's not easily dis-

couraged anxiety to again try the political

game in the Balkans which came to such a

sudden end on the dissolution of the Balkan

League established under her segis. The

deliberations of leading statesmen in the

Balkan States, who happened "by caance"

to meet in the Russian capitai, could have

had no other object than to forward

Russian influence in order to oppose Austria's

interests, and to arouse in the Balkans

against Germany's ally an enemy who would
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fasten on her heels as soon as she endeavoured
to defend herseif against the Russian on-
slaught, or hasten to the assistance of her
aUy.

It must be acknowledged that Russia's
exertions to expand meet with ever-increas-

ing and more insurmountable obstacles the
more they conflict T^ith the interests of
European Powers, and that in face of this

Opposition Russia herseif requires to eon-
solidate her resources, as a courterbaiance.

Everyone beheved that the progress of
internal development of the land and State

would be delayed by the heavy blows which
tJie Russian Empire sustained in East Asia,

and the consequent unrest and demoraliza-
tion amongst her officers and bureaucracy,
and finally through bad harvests. The
greater must be the surprise at Russia's
progress in every direction during recent
years. In the first place an agricultural

Organization hus been established which will

perhaps at last terminate the unhappy state
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of the peasants. We are told thßt towards

the end of 1912 over a million independent

societies were formed by means of which

the peasant proprietors were eiiabled to free

themselves entirely. Next, the settlement of

Siberia was so energetically undertaken that

from 1907 to 1912 no less than 2,400,000

persons of both sexes were setHed in Siberia,

and it is hopea that within a tew years the

whole of the arable land will be brought

under the plough. The settlement of Siberia

is of enormous military importance, as in this

way it will be possible to base the defence of

East Asia on the land*s own strength, and it

will not be necessary as heretofore to send

large bodies of tvoops from the west of the

F^mpire if üussia is involved in a war with

Jtpan or China. They are already in a

Position to reinforce the present seven Stand-

ing army corps in Siberia with a reseivft of at

least 285,000 men foi ned of the inhabitants

themselves. In the same w.^y as the develop-

ment of their agriculture enabled them to
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double their production between 1895 and
1911 (1,865,000,000 roubles), and the de-

mand for agricultural machinery increased

to the amount of 119,000,000 roubles, indus-

trial progress showed the same surprising

advance; and in spite of the constantly

increasing number the establishments do not

yet satisfy the wants of the population. The
financial conditions of the State have taken

a remarkably favourable turn ^'-»ce the

paper ciurency was withdrawn (after the

War of 1877-78) and a gold currency was
established, in addition to which the Imperial

Bank has been reorganized. They even suc-

ceeded daring the Japanese War, in spite ofthe

tremendous war expenditure ^8,6^,;i,000,000

marks—£180,000,000), in so presei-ving the

Bank Reserve that in October 1905 it amoun-
ted to 2,500,000,000 marks (£125,000,000).

But Russia is clever enough not to expend
this reserve on its present very considerable

outgoings for its army and defence, but

instead makes claims on its ancient banker,
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IVance. I„ th.t way secu.o financial con-
ditions „,I1 be assured for the contem-.Iated
war.

It is true that the otherwise loquacious

complete preporations o„ the highest sealeare bemg made for such - war-and this isamost suspicious sig„_but irom what reaehe,
OUT ears o„ th. subjeet we ought to pay the
greatest attention to them.
In all Russia's former wars ,ant of a weü

devcloped net-work of routes-formerly ofmarehing roads and in the last eentury of
«.üways^has been a hindrance to the rapid
mob.h^t,on and equipment of her armtThe grea er the distanees of the troop stationsfrom eacl, other and from the theatre of warm their extraordinarily extended Empire, themore senous was this circumstan;e i„ acountry whieh is still to a large extent eov
ered by considerable areas of swamp and
lorest For that reason the accelerated con-
struetion of the Siberian Railway had t-,
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precede the conflict with Japan, which neces-

sarily foUowed the occupation of Manchuria,

and even during the war the very difficult

section round the shores of Lake Baikal

had to be completed. Consequently a

large portion of the loan of two milliard

marks from France must be employed to

rapidly complete the net-work of railways, so

that the interior of the Empire may be Unked

with the German and Austro-Hungarian

boundary.

But the completion of these lines of com-

munication will take years, and therefore

they will have to deal with the pressure of

the allies in another manner. There are two

means open ; the contraction of the distance

to be covered by the troops, that is to say,

to the western boundary, and such an in-

crease in the peace strength of their army

that it will not be necessary to complete it

by the transport by rail of an abnormal

quantity of reserves. Russia has adopted

both these means. Army corps have been
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advanced towards the frontier in three direc-

tions ; towards the east against Japan and

China where they have at one stroke been

increased from five to seven, towards the

south-east to the Caucasus against Turkey,

towards the west against the German and

Austro-Hungarian frontier. On the latter

two new Corps have been formed, and no less

than nineteen new cavalry regiments.

In Order to comply with the demand of

France that they shoiild not limit themselves

to the defensive but should immediately

commence with an advance, it was considered

advisable to increase the corps to be em-

ployed in the first hne to such a peace-

footing that the offensive can immediately

be assumed without waiting for the inclusion

of any reserves. This is provided for by the

extension of the period of Service. This was

formerly fixed at three years, namely, from

the lst/14th January to the end of the

third year of Service. Nevertheless, recruits

were always embodied in the previous autumn
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and the Minister of War used, in accordance

with his privilege, to permit discharges in

November of the third year of Service. He
had also the power under the highest author-

ity to retain the reserves with the colours

even after the period of Service had been

completed if there were sufficient reason

therefor. This right, which was exercised

dnr'ing the strained relations with Austria

last year, has now been abandoned, as the

period of Service is prolonged tili the

lst/14th April of what is now the fourth

year of Service.

What will be the result? During the

period of training recruits there will be three

füll annual drafts of trained troops with the

colours in the infantry and four in the

cavalry, and the units will during this period,

which is the most difficult and critical for

every army, be a füll quarter stronger and

just as efficient as after completion of the

period of training. The difference, as regards

our army, which during the period of training
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has only one complete annual draft with the
colours, can be seen at a glance. But we must
take into further consideration that in case
of an outbreak of war in the spring, instead
of discharging the reserves they would be able
to keep them back so as to have at their

disposal forces almost on a war footing. Even
if the Russian measures do not go as far as
the transformation of the Freneh Organiza-
tion, yet the latter's wishes are being taken
into füll aecount. The peace footing of the
Russian Army is now judged to be as
follows :

—

Of which there
are in Europe

Winter, 1918-4 1,840,000 1,322,000 troops

Summer, 1914 1,415,000 1,017,000

Winter, 1914-5 1,860,000 1,337,000

Summer, 1915 1,435,000 1,032,000

Winter, 1915-6 1,900,000 1,047,000

These figures provide approximately the füll

strength on a war footing during the winter

months. Assuming that Russia should in
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general conform to the plans suggested by

the French General, Cherfils, then there wiU

be concentrated on our eastern frontier and

primarily against the Provinces of East and

West Prussia, fourteen or fifteen army corps

of the armies of Warsaw, Wilna, St. Peters-

burg, and Kiev, of which eight are stationed

only 80 to 200 kilometres from the frontier.

But Russia has not only prepared herseif

for an offensive war by the above-mentioned

increase and readiness of her army, but she

has also paid increased attention to the pro-

tection of her country by the extension of her

fortifications. A representative of the Minis-

try of War declared as long ago as last June

that in 1912 not only had the then fortresses

been improved and extended, but also new

ones were being built. The Russians are link-

ing theur system of defences on their western

boundary in a northerly centre which is

defended by the fortress of Kowno and the

fortified Niemen-line, in a southern centre

towards Gaücia with the fortresses of Dubno,
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Luzk and Rowno, and an advanced position

the centre of which is formed by the tri-

angulär fortress chain of Warsaw—Nowo and

Georgiewsk-Zegrze, the left wing of which is

formed by Iv/angorod and Brest Litowsk.

The whole circle of these fortifications is to

be energetically carried out, the Warsaw

centre is to be transformed, Brest Litowsk ib

to be made a first-class fortress, and the

Narew-Niemen line is to be made into an

impregnable obstacle by means of strong

defensive positions m the manner of the

barrier-chains on the French eastern frontier.

Great exertions are being made to make the

defences of St. Petersburg even stronger than

those of Kronstadt against an attack from

the sea by strengthening against maritime

expeditions the south and north shores of the

mouth of the Bay of Finland with new

fortresses—Reval-Dagö-Oesel and Sweaborg-

Porkale.

If we further take into consideration the

amounts set aside for the annual training cf

lOI
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the reserves and landwehr, which rose from
2,90,000 (sie) roubles in the year 1907 to

11,165,000 roubles in the year 1913, the

immense quantities of grain, arms, transport,

Waggons, and other war equipment which
have been massed and gathered together in

the frontier districts, that Russia is exerting

herseif to develop the greatest possible num-
ber of trained men and officers in the art of

flying and the handling of airships, we cannot
help believing that Russia is thinking of

eomplying with the pressure of her ally and
banker because the time for a Joint Operation

against Germany and Austria-Hungary is

favourable.

But they have not neglected to employ
another means of .yeakening Germanya ally

in the frontier districts in question by des-

patching agents to encourage emigration, so

that tens of thousands of those liable to
Service leave their country and deprive the

Austrian Army of irreparable strength. But
the best indications of the exertions made by
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any country in its defence were afforJed by

the official statistics of the yearly estimates,

and Russia's increase in respect of those for

the army alone amounted in the years

1909-14 to 750,000,000 marks (£37,500,000).

That is about 72 per cent., and as against

1918 they rose in 1914 by 546,000,000

(£27,800,000), i.e., 43j per cent. When we

look at the navy the same thing is seen : as

regards new ships for the Baltic Fleet four

battleships of 23,370 tons each are ready and

four in course of construction ; six armoured

cruisers of 32,500 tons each are completed

and four under construction ; four protected

cruisers are ready and six under construction

;

fifty-eight torpedo boats are completed and

thirty-siy 'nder construction ; and there are

thirteen submarines built and being built.

These great efforts to provide a new Baltic

Fleet necessitated an increase in the estimates

of 302,000,000 marks between 1909 and 1913,

i.e., 154 per cent.

During the same period the estimates for
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the French Navy rose £d per cent., of Eng-
land 29.6 per cent., but of Jermany only

18.8 per cent. How unjustified therefore are

the reproaches which Great Britain is per-

petually casting at Germany, and only
Germary, that she is immoderately increasing

her navy. Why does she not do the same
to her Allies—France and Russia ?

} f
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FRANCE

It is remarkable that Homer Lea, in bis work

The Day of the Saxon^ makes absolutely no

mention of France. That is rather humiliat-

ing for the latter, as it exdudes France from

any competition with the British Empire.

She has lost all importance on the sea as

regards England since the latter succeeded

in the eighteenth Century in beating her navy

and wresting from her her considerable colo-

nial possessions which were just beginning to

flourish. The fact that France has, in the

meantime, acquired considerable new pos-

sessions in other parts of the globe does not

seem to trouble her former enemy, Great
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Britain, as thc latter has been able to r-tain
« certain superioiity. It was under this
pressure that France had to give up her

Z "^^P* """^ '*<'' "^»«ns on a colonial

to the Red Sea (Abyssinia) at the very mo-ment whe„ she thought she had effected the
conneetion with her Eastern possessions by«eans of Fashoda. This was the only casem wh.ch her efforts to expand came i„toco^ct w.th the British Empire, and the
latter lost ,o time in putting a spolce in her
wlieel with brutal emphasis.
Although this treatment by the Island

En.pn.e, 1898 wasdeeplyresentedby France^a national outrage, the impression ve,y
«•Pldly disappeared and was lost to viewbehmd the desire ofrevenge against GermanyT

Z
"". ''"! P^'^""«» ™- 1871, on Englandsteppmg forward to help her in the Moroccoqu^.o. Whatis the reasonfor this ha^ed

of the German Empire based on revenge.
which causes aU other matters in JVance
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to be r 'Icgated to the backr^ound when-
ever there is a demand for its settle-

ment. The French pretend to attribute it

to the aneient contest between the Gauls
and the Germans about the everlasting

bank of the Rhine. In order to justify

the robbery of Alsace and Lorraine from
Germany by Louis XIV they have put
their own Interpretation on history and have
so stubbornly stuck to it in the schools that
not only the French but also the inhabitants

of the Reichsland, who derive their instruc-

tion from them, aie completely permeated
with this idea : i.e., since the partition of
the Empire of Charlemagne—who is treated

by them as a French monarch—the Reichs-

land has been a shuttlecock between the

princes and the nations so that it could never
rest in peace and fuUy develop until King
Louis XIV took pity on it and incorporated

it in his Empire, when it was enabled to

enjoy peace and the blessings of civilization.

Even if this were so, and it is qmte f ^ry
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to all historical facts, it 2ould not be denied

that the population of the Reichsland was
and still is to-day entirely German and not
Gvllic. In addition, the Alsatians and
Lorrainers have never been acknowledged as

entitled to füll equal rights in France. On
Ihe contrary, they have ever been treated as

subjects of foreign origin, and have been
held up to ridicule and contempt.

But the defeats of 1870-71, which termin-

ated in the reunion of the Reichsland, deeply

wounded the French nation in its tenderest

spot, its vanity. That is the root of her

indelible hatred. She could get over the

destniction of her navy by England, and the

loss of her colonies, as she still i etained her

superiority on land, which was created by
Louis XIV and raised by Napoleon I to the

utmost possible limits on the Continent;

from that date the "Grande Nation" con-

sidered herseif as the imparter ef culture, the

ruling power in Europe. When her boastful

arrogance under Napoleon III was met by
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the unexpected rcsistance of Germany and

the latter country (formerly despised for her

division into little states and dismemberment,

and jeered at for her want of civilization and

culture) rose in determined unity and unex-

pected might and capacity not only on the

battle-field but also in industryand commerce,

in art and science, and herseif took the lead,

then the French nation, discovered in its

weakness and ousted from the throne of its

presiimptuous might, was deeply hurt in its

vf.nity. Kinc illce lacrimas.

The fighting powers of the inhabitants of

the Reichsland are of some importance in

view of the fanatical wish to win it back, as

they are the descendants of old German races

distinguishcd for their courage, who have

always preserved warlike inclinations and

virtues. They have furnished the French

Army with many of its best soldiers and most

celebrated generals. The approximately two

million people of the Reichsland are of im-

portance having regard to the decrease in the
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Population of France, and would be of sub-

stantkl assistance as regards the deficiency

in officers in particular, if entry to the French
Army were again open to the inhabitants of

the Reichsland.

In spite of a noticeable temporary cessa-

tion of the hostile spirit (which does not pre-

vail all over France and to an equal degree

amongst the whole population), the French
Government, whatever views it may have
held, has always persisted in completing and
perfecting her army and fortifications. That
is to be attributed to two reasons : sufficient

protection of the open frontier left after the
loss of the Rhine frontier, and the endeavour
to keep her own active force on an equal
footing with the German Army. A chain of

four strong ring fortresses was built on the
25C kilometres of the German frontier on the
Meuse and the Moselle, of which the two
barrier chains of Verdun-Toul and Epinal-

Belfort serve as defensive positions on the
wings and flank the gaps of Verdun-Longwy
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(50 kilometres wide) and Toul-Epinal (70
kilometres). Primarily designed to support
the advance of the French Army against the
much more rapidly mobilizable German
Army, these fortresses, now that the French
hope to mobilize quicker than we do, con-
stitute a great stronghold in a war commenc-
ing by an offensive movement. The position
of Verdun-Toul in particular is extremely
favourable for a defending army in conse-
quence of its Situation on the edge of the Cote
de Meuse, from which steep declivities descend
to the opposite piain, and this would certainly

have to be penetrated by us. When Italy
joined the German-Austrian League the
Alpine frontier had to be more strongly pro-
tected against the former; and therefore an
abnormally strong fortress consisting of Pass-
barriers and strong defensive positions was
erected in this neighbourhood which not only
defends all the roads over the mountains but
also numerous by-roads. Finally they had
to obviate thefpossibility of an invasion of
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German troops in violation of Belgium's neu-

trality or penetrating by way of Switzerland,

so that the resisting powers of their old

fortresses on these frontiers had to be im-

proved and strengthened. Thus France has

kept up a line of fortiiications on the whole

of her eastern frontier some 1,000 kilometres

long, which should stay a surprise Invasion

of a hostile force. It will be quite impossible

in any future war to pass these fortresses

without paying them any attention as in 1870.

The erection and constantly necessary repair

and modernization of these fortifications

could very well be carried out by means of the

necessary large grants which have always

been forthcoming. But the maintenance of

the army on the same basis as the German

Army was a more difficult matter, as this

could not be attained by mere expenditure,

however lavish, but only through numbers,

and of that France possessed no such super-

fluity as she did of money. As long ago as

the 'seventies she had fallen behind Germany.
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With approximately the same area she had
at home in 1875 only 86,900,000 against

Germany's 42,700,000 inhabitants. Since

then her population has only increased by
7.6 per cent. to 39,700,000, whereas Germany
has rea( led 67,500,000, an increase therefore

of 58 per cent. Consequently France could

not keep pace with Germany in the annual

embodiment of recruits even by constantly

lowering physical requirements. She was
compelled to reduce the strength of the units

—in the first instance of the companies—so

as to maintain the same number of battahons

and afterwards also to employ men of inferior

physique, substituting them for many who
were engaged on indoor work, as orderiies, etc.

But owing to the small number of recruits

the number of efficient soldiers who could be

called up on mobilization showed a deficiency

after taking into account the reserves of the

German Army. If universal Service had been

enforced to the same extent in Germany as in

France the, German Army would have had
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an enormous advantage in trained troops.

But the increase in size of German battalions

and consequently in the number of recruits

has not kept pace with the increase in the

Population, so that the balance was not dis-

turbed to any considerable extent. This

would enable France to obtain an advantage,

at any rate temporarily, should she succeed

in bringing her Standing army up to a higher

figure than is at the disposal of her eastern

neighbour. The number of trained men
capable of being added to the recruits in case

of war could of course not be increased, and

her neighbour's preponderance in effectives

could not be disputed, but the Prolongation

of Service with the colours from two to three

years secured an addition to the standing

army of at least 200,000 men and the further

advantage of a much more thorough training

than is possible in Germany, not only of the

men in general but also of those who aspire

to become officers of the reserve, who are

also kept for three years.
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After the introduction of the three years*

term of active Service the French standing

army reached a strength in non-commissioned

ofRcers and privates of 768,300 (inclusive of

80,000 army Service corps, 24,000 gendarmes

and 31,300 colonials), whereas our army had
only 619,000, and even with the large increase

which brought us near to universal Service

again, we have not yet quite overhauled the

French, as we have only about 751,000 troops

with the colours.

The three-year term of service was carried

out in poculiar manner not without import-

ance for the next few years. As those born

in 1890 who were in the second year of service

refused to remain a year longer, and voiced

their sentiments by gross acts of mutiny, ic

was decided to discharge them in the autumn
of 1913 and to embody two annual drafts of

recruits at one and the same time, namely,

those born in 1892 and 1893. Consequently,

two annual drafts will have to be trained at

the same ti' - by meanp of those who have
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already served one year, a State ofaffairswhich

will make it almost impossible for the I'rench

Army to engage in war at the present moment.

But as the commencement of Service was put

back a year, i.e.y from the year of completion of

the twenty-first year to the previous one in

Order to legally carry out the premature em-

bodiment of the 1893 series, those born in 1894.

will have to be called up in 1914. And as

those of 1891 who are now in their second

year are bound for three years, it will pro-

bably be possible to keep them for 1915 also.

Consequently it will be possible to have not

only three but even four annual drafts in the

Standing army next year, i.e., a greater

battalion strength than is required on a war

footing. Mobilization could accordingly be

effected much more easily and rapidly, as

not only would the various units possess their

war strength, but they would be able to teil

off a considerable number to form the basis

of a reserve army.

France will once again in 1916 have the
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opportunity of playing the same game, as the

two annual drafts called out in 1913 will not

be discharged tili the autumn of that year.

If by that time she has not attained the

object of her mighty preparations, and has

not succeeded in dragging Russia and Eng-

land with her in an attack on Germany, she

will have temporarily to forego her war of

revenge if she does not want to be ruined

commercially. The condition of France due

to universal three years' Service is nothing

less than a continuous state of readiness for

war. Even if a wealthy country can bear the

finaneial sacrifice required for this State of

affairs—the personal sacrifice becomes too

great, having regard to the fact that not only

is the peasant torn for so long a period from

his plough and the artisan from his trade, but

the whole youth of the country, whose

scientific or technical education is of indis-

pensable importance to the State, must have

its studies interrupted for three whole years,

and has got to commence again at the be-
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ginning. This youthful energy uselessly

sacrificed to the idea of revanche would

avenge itself raost bitterly ii it were not

actually used up for the war of revenge.

Therefore it follows from the military mea-

sures of France, that she will have to insist on

war against Germany in the year 19x5 or in

any case in 19x6.

But France is not content with having

more than 2 per cent. (including officers) of

the whole population in her standing arr.'y.

She is endeavouring to get auxihary forces

from her colonies so as to be able to attain

the necessary superiority in numbers without

the assistance of other countries. As long

ago as 1870 the " most civilized " nation

drew into the ranks against us all sorts of

savages from Africa, but even more can be

done in this direction. In Algiers, Sene-

gambia, and the Western Soudan especially,

there is a population estimated at about

thirty millions which can be of considerable

assistance, and the aims of their colo. il
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administration are primarily directed to this

purpose. A German traveller who is very

well acquainted with the conditions in the

Soudan confirms this in the foUowing words :

" Neither commercial nor colonization

schemes are sufiiciently encouraged. On the

contrary, their political efforts are directed

to making the colony subsist on black power,

black intelligence, and black money, and to

produce French Citizens of black blood by

thousands, hundreds of thousands and

millions. And, naturally, all these millions

are to furnish good, enthusiastic, and

patriotic French soldiers."

There are already twenty-eight battalions

of so-called Senegal Guards in existence, and

every year sees an increase in the planned

Organization. These black troops can, of

course, not be transplanted to a European

climate just as they are ; nevertheless the

attempt to make use of them on the North

Coast of Africa gave apparently good results,

so that the European or Arab troops stationed
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there will undoubtedly be transferred to the

European theatre of war and be replaced by
Senegal Guards, and it may even be possible

to bring over the blacks who Dave been

acclimatized on the North Coast of Al'rica.

In any case they will possess very con-

siderable forces in the Soudan for the purpose

of making an attack against our African

coloK.'s by the routes laid out thence and
from ü^quatorial Africa, and attempting to

take them from us, which would be well

wcrth their while. There are already 20,000

men ready for such an enterprise. The
activity with which preparations for war are

being conducted in Algiers may be gathered

from the constant increase of the Algerian

battalions of Guards which are to be in-

creased from five to forty-eight by annual

additions, and which are already thirty-nine

in number. But in addition to her African

colonies France has looked for assistance else-

where so as, notwithstanding her own want

of men, to overhaul the strength of Germany's
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forces; Aborigines have been brought from

the Antilles, it is true only to succumb in

great numbers in the South of France. They

were consequently shipped off to Algiers, but

even there the climate did not seem to suit

them. But after such attempts we should

not be surprised if, during the next war, the

German troops were confronted with Anna-

mites and inhabitants of Madagascar and

Cambodia. In the year 1912 the number of

trained Frcnch troops available was stated as

between 4^ and 4| millions, t.f., 11.8 to 12

per Cent, of the whole population. As not

more than 17 to 18 per cent. of males can

be considered as of serviceable age, it follows

that, after mobilization of such a number,

only children, old men, and weaklings would

be left for civil purposes. That would mean

that all civil occupations would be at a

standstill for the purpose of carrying on a

war in such numbers. But as this is absolutely

impossible in the interests of the army we
had better not reckon on such an exorbitant
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number. Russia, with her 190,000,000 of

inhabitants can submit to such a sacrißce of

men, but not France.

In any case the French army, or rather thc

French armies if the number of army corps

is doubled by the embodiment of reserves,

will, even without the territorial army and its

reserve, require such a large area for its Opera-

tions that the Franco-German frontier would

be much loo short to allow it to pass through

at one and the same time ; thus one army

will have to be employed behind the other or

the outlets will have to be increased anJ

widened. And here the question of Belgium

becomes of first importance. Her sympathy

with France is so well known that she can

hardly be expected to offer any Opposition to

a march through her territory which as a

neutral state it is really herduty to do. At any

rate this would be a dangerous game for

Belgium to play, as whatever the result might

be it would probably put an end to her

independence. But England also appears, as
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we have seen, to count on disembarking her

cxpeditionary army at Antwerp. And they

would have to join forces with the French in

neutral territory—naturally under the pre-

text of protecting Belgium against the rapa-

cious German Army even if the latter's troops

had not yet set foot on neutral territory.

Homer Lea gives us some points with res-

pect to neutrality which are very significant

of Anglo-Saxon ideas. He thinks that the

oecupation of neutral territory, such as Hol-

land and Belgium, might call forth violent

Opposition in England in case of a war with

Germany. "That is unjustified," he says,

"as the British Empire can make no im-

pression by the sanctification of neutrality.

This only forms a means of withdrawing from

responsibility and imposing it on those

nations who give way to the self-deception

that such declarations of neutrality are

inviolable. And in that respect no nation has

more frequently violated neutral territory

nor has any nation more often excused itself
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from the duty of observing neutrality than

the British. . . . Should the Anglo-Saxons

occupy these frontiers that will only mean

territorial but not a moral violation of the

neutrality of those countries. . . . Neutral-

ity of countries under such conditions has

never been and never will be a factor to be

reckoned with in a war between the nations.

That kind of neutrality is a modern illusion

and indicates eccentric aberration." (Pages

265-66.) But I do not believe that England

will exhibit the Opposition assumed by Homer
Lea to a violation of neutrality. I rather

think that his opinions will be shared there.

France has, in the course of the last few

decades, which she has undoubtedly devoted

to preparing for war against Germany, had

to suffer many disappointments : she ha«^

been overtaken by us in the construction of

guns, and the discovery of her much vaunted

smokeless powder has been a fiasco. When
the Lebaudy was proudly reckoned as the

sole unrivalled airship of the world, there
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appeared simultaneous y in Germa ly no less

than three air dirigibles ?!( of wliic i proved to

be faster than the French one, and when the

French applied themselves with great enthu-

siasm to the construction and development of

flying machines their triumph was short-

Hved, as the German machines were able to

show similar results within a few years.

The reasons Ue in the natural qualities of

the French ; they are intelligent, inventive,

courageous and lay hold of a new idea with

great skill and enthusiasm ; but they are not

careful workmen, and lack the untiring

patience of the Germans, who, unlike the

French satisfied with a momentary success

and then taking up something new, are not

content with their results and are always

striving to attain something better and more

perfect.

But one weapon the French know how to

wield with adroitness : the fostering of in-

surrection in our border country, the Reichs-

land. I must lay emphasis on the fact that
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in the Coming war, at any rate in the first

days of preparation, this is destined to play

a fatal part, but will not prove a blessing to

the poor inhabitants if they do not resist this

unholy influence.

\
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IV

CONCLUSIONS

The European natic. German and Latin
origin have since the downfall of the Roman
Empire rightly regarded themselves as the
Pioneers of civilization, and have consequently
considered themselves calied upon to impress
their stamp on the other portions of the earth
which have been opened up by them, and at
the same time to exercise spiritual, but to a
larger extent political powers. But in the
development of nations we always find that
the Population, to whatever extent it may
have been subjected, aequires all the
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qualities and character by means of which

the ruling nation was able to make itself

master, and then endeavours to break

its fetters, whether they be spiritual or

political. From this arises the evident

danger of the European Great Powers :*n

that they are gradually ousted from their

ruling Position on the earth and are

relegated to the Old World. And the

more so if they have singly to meet

new-born world powers. We saw the com-

mencement of this new era during the

Russo-Japanese War; as, even if Russia is

not to be considered in the pre-eminence

of its culture as a prominent member of

the European Powers, yet, as distinguished

from Japan, she represented European

civilization. And in the Pacific, where

she met defeat, the future battles for

the dominion of the world will be decided

between the European, Asiatic and Ameri-

can nations. The Emperor William II

years ago issued the foUowing prophctic
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warning : "Nations of Europe, guard your

most holy treasures." What he meant by

that was clearly indicated.

No one will dispute this view, and it would

be sufficient reason for the European nations

to unite in jointly warding off this danger.

Nothing further would be necessary than a

few concessions which would hurt nobody, a

fair adjustment of indispensable expansionof

territory, trade or power, a surrender of super-

fluous possessions and the suppression of all

selfish efforts to take revenge on or repress a

neighbour. Do the interests of each so con-

flict that no portion can be sacrificed to avoid

the loss of the whole? If the peace Confer-

ences at The Hague would take these views

into consideration in the hope of arriving at

a Union of the Powers in common defence,

then their importance to Europe could not

be sufficiently appreciated. But how dif-

ferent are the conditions! Divided into two

large hostile camps, the six Great Powers,

groaning under the grievous bürden of their
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armaments, stand opposed, talk only of

peace and friendship, and then one side is

consumed with the desire to strike, whilst

the other, hand on sword, has to be ever

ready for the conflict in wliich Europe will

be torn to pieces and for many years rendered

incapable of meeting the danger to its com-

mercial, political and military ruie which

threatens it from without.

Since King Edward of England, under the

Illusion that the growing land and sea power

of the German Empire was a danger to the

existence of the British Empire as a world

power, coneluded an alliance with all former

enemies of Great Britain and spared no

trouble to isolate us and Surround us with

hostile forces, Europe has been living in

constant anticipation of a terrible conflict.

That it has not broken out long since, and

that so favourable an opportunity as the War

in the Balkans did not fire the powder, and

that it was just England who held back her

threatening allies, is in my view principally
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to be attributed to the cold-blooded British

commercial spirit. England would have no

objection to the Continental Powers Com-

ing to blows and lacerating each other ; but

then she might have to bear part of the

expense. What advantage would any side

derive from victory in such a war ? A devas-

tatcd country and empty coffers. What
country if conquered would be able to pay

the war indemnity? It is difficult to see

what could be " got " out of such a war, and

as Great Britain would be compelled to take

part because she herseif has the largest

intercht in the destruction of the German
Navy, and could not hope to leave the battle-

field without very serious losses and without

any advantage, she for the moment avoids

the execution of the plans drawn up by

herseif.

But the spirits you have called up cannot

now be got rid of. France's inspired desire for

vengeance against the German Empire, and

the inflamed hatred of Russia against Austria-
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Hungary, who bars her progress, have con
pelled both countries to enhance their w«
preparations, which can only be maintaine
for a Short time. As a matter of faet thes

preparations cannot be really distinguishe

from actual readiness for war, and by th
spring of 1915 they will have been so nearl

completed that we must be prepared day b;

day to expeet the invasion of a mighty hord
such as has never been seen in Europe o
on earth. And then the hour of the Germai
Empire and its Allies will strike, then W(

shall have to fight harder than ever, but thei

also will we show to the world an enthusiasm
a resignation, and spirit of saerifice ever

greater and more valiant than in the wars oj

liberation, for never will a nation have beer

attacked with greater injustice than in this

Coming war. Never has any nation been sc

patient and long-suffering under imposition

and provocation from all sides as Germany
has been in recent years. If ever a nation

and a ruler have shown firm determination
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to remain the guardians ofpeace it is Germany
and the Emperor William II.

And just as last year the Government im-

mediately answered France's threatening

measure, the reintroduction of three years'

Service, with a powerful addition to our

forces, just as the German people submitted

to the depletion of its means without demur

—nay rather with a certain sense of high-

minded and joyful sacrifice for the sake of the

Fatherland—so we may be sure that all pre-

parations will be duly made not only with

regard to the forces but also provision for

the financial and commercial side. For so

prolonged a war, which will demand all the

resources of the countries involved, will be

carried on not only with the weapons of

army and navy, but also by pitting against

each other their respective commercial and

financial resources. But it must not be

imagined that five or six million soldiers are

all of a sudden going to pour over our borders

and simply crush our armies. At first
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there is only the regulär army to be con-
sidered after deducting all troops that have
to be retained in the fortresses and for
various other purposes, as the embodiment
and the equipnient of the reserve armies
requires considerable time. Secondly. large
masses of troops require large operating areas,
as armies only approximately similar in size
can be employed in a certain space. In this
respect the operating and fighting conditions
of our moderr umies of millions differ essen-
tially from those of the smaller armies such
as Frederiek the Great and even Napoleon
had at their disposal. In those days strate-
gists were always able to foUow the course of
a battle from some commanding point and
seize theu- opportunities accordingly. This
was out of ^he question even at Metz and
Sedan, as the still comparatively smaU masses
of troops had to be extended over many miles
to employ them in battle. And what an
enormous extent of ground the Manehurian
battles covered! So there wUl be no question
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in the Coming battles of overpowering masses,

of crushing by superior forces ; one man will

not have to fight five or six ; the opposing
lines will be equally thick or thin. And thus
in the future as in the past, the moral quali-

ties coupled with the physical fitness, aeti-

vity, and gunnery of the individual soldier

will decide the issue in a skirmish, and correct

judgment of the enemy and his movements as

well as employment of the troops at the right

time and place, on the part of the Commanders,
will decide the battle. The French Army will

derive no advantage from its excessive in-

ci in numbers, which is beyond the

strength of the country, as this effort has led

to the inclusion not only of men absolutely

fit for campaigning, but also of many vhoare
weakly and unfit, and this may prove to be
a heavy bürden to the army. When it is

Seen how few French soldiers are able to

withstand disease—for example, at the mo-
ment no less than 86 per cent. of those in

active service are released through death,
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disease or debility—it will be recognized that

many will succumb to the exertions of heavy

marches, insufRcient nourishment and con-

stant nervous excitement. It cannot be

denied that the longer term of service in the

French as well as in the Russian Army is

capable through judicious training of en-

suring more efficiency than is possible in our

term of two years. But this requires in

particular conscientious and willing instruc-

tors and consequently a corps of oflBcers and

N.C.O.'s of supreme excellence, which judging

by the events of the Japanese war, will hardly

be found in the Russian army; and in

France the quality of officers and privates

alike is substantially influenced by their fatal

partieipation in pohtics. There is one char-

acteristic of the German soldier which is of

great advantage to our army and which is

absent in the Latin races ; both the reserves

and the Landwehr retain what they have

learned in active service with frequently sur-

prising tenacity.
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To fuUy appreciate the value of this

quality it is nccessary to see a Company of

the Landwehr in the field. I have myself

noticed in the case of pioneers, whose tech-

nicdl knowledge is the most easily forgotten,

that they only require one or twodays' prac-

tice in order to completely recover their

infantry training, and hardly require a short

course of instruction in technical work before

they Show the same skill as if they had been

discharged yesterday instead of ten years

ago.

If there is to be a confliet we shall enter it

with the same consciousness and conviction

of victory as in 1870, mindful that numbers

alone will not ensure it but that it will fall

to him who can hold out longest in endurance

and money. As for the rest, the motto

adapted from an old saying which the archi-

tect of the Palace of Peace set over the win-

dow of the great hall, Si vis yacem, para

justitiam, is all very well, but absolute justice

does not exist. Who will decide the dispute
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between Germany and France as to the right

of possession of the Reichsland? Fach of

them will ever maintain that his title is the
only good one. Therefore it is better to
restore the sentence to its old form :

—

Si vis pacem, para bellum !

CAKDIN eiTt PRUa LIUITBO, PRINTtR«. LBTCHWORTH.






